An eleven part series from Peter Joseph

The Zeitgeist documentary series, the first and biggest internet documentary
phenomenen that spawned a movement, has screened theatrically in sixty
countries and in thirty languages. For the first time it is now available to
broadcasters as a series or as individual episodes.
Part One presents historical data relating to the astronomical/ astrological
origins of the Judeo-Christian theology (which can be extended to Islam as
well), along with the understanding that these respective stories, beliefs &
traditions are really an adaptation-extension of prior Pagan beliefs. (39 mins)
Part Two presents a controversial view of the events of Sept. 11th 2001. It
describes how the event has been transformed into a sacred, near religious act
and to challenge the orthodox view, regardless of the quality of the contrary
arguments, is considered blasphemy and rejected. (36 mins)
Part Three presents a shotgun tour through the subjects of Central Banking,
War Pretexts, Banking Panics, the Military Industrial Complex, Media Culture
and ultimately the neurosis and deadly addiction known as “Power.” (46 mins)
Part Four explains the process of Money Creation and Expansion through the
Fractional Reserve System. It explains how Debt and Bankruptcy are not mere
byproducts of our current system, but rather are underlying realities of our
existence with periodic failures guaranteed. (25 mins)
Part Five exposes various levels of international corruption via the financial/
corporate system, including the manipulation of public leaders to further the
interests of corporate institutions. (30 mins)
Part Six changes gears and depicts a possible solution to the growing social
problems in th world today by the introduction of a new social concept known
as a “Resource-Based Economy”. (39 mins)
Part Seven gives a philosophical perspective in the hope to inspire change in
the viewer and enable action to affect society for the better. (31 mins)
Part Eight presents a treatment on “Human Nature”, with the argument that
society is out of line with what Science has taught us about positive human
development, enabling distortions of health and behavior that could be thwarted
if the social system was changed. (42 mins)
Part Nine details the central inherent flaws of the Monetary-Market System of
economic conduct and how this system is destroying ourselves and the planet
in a very direct way. (48 mins)
Part Ten begins a thought exercise where the Earth and Natural Law is
considered a starting point for human decision-making rather than politics,
with the subject sustainably explored from all sides. (42 mins)
Part Eleven ends with a prediction of what is to come as the society becomes
more destabilized due to outdated traditional practices. (30 mins)
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